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INTRODUCTION 

This paper brings to the field of public debate in South 
Africa, a new interest - intelligence - and a new way of 
looking at it. The fashionable assumption, that a 
government's intelligence activities can and must be so 
secretive, as to be beyond the reaches of society and 
democracy, is challenged. Too many excesses have been 
committed by intelligence actors, and when questioned 
publicly about them, the South African government's 
s t.;,ndc"1 r·c:I r··f:.1~; pc;n~;t?:1 h,:i,~, bf:.)f.,in t h;;:i t .it i ,;;. 11 not in t h,2 p1 .. 1b l :i. c 
.in t.e 1'"£?.~5 t 11 tci di!.; c:u G£,; such mat tf21··1;;, • 

In South Africa, the culture of secrecy surrounding 
intelligenc~ activity and policy pervades deeply. Whilst 
virtually every area of public life is currently the 
subject of intense debate, cantestation and negotiation, 
the hallowed field of intelligence goes unmentioned and 
untouched. The unspoken justification is that it is a 
matter too sensitive to be publicly aired. 

Th.is paper attempts to dispel the not.ion that intelligenc~ 
activity and public accountability just do not go 
together. This issue,is at the heart of current debates in 
important intelligence c8ntres throughout the world. In 
fact the debate gcies to the extreme of questioning whether 
there is any need for intelligence, given th~t \ 
international experiences are defining new threats tn 
national security, rather than war and the armaments race. 

By r-a:i.sinq hE:!I'"&: the .ii;su<,:?1~; that .-ar·r,! e>-f int.-:i1~r-,a,ti.onal 
concern, lessons may be learned that could be applied .in 
restructuring the South African intelligenco community. 
The lessons are many. Thay relate to the relationship 
between intelligence and pol.icy making, between the 
intelligence community and the electorate, to the mission 
of the intelligence community, and to the morality anc:I 
ethics of intelligence. 
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They also throw up a host of questions about 
reorganisation, mechanisms of control over, and 
accountability of the existing intelligence service, 
retraining, reorientation, and ultimately, the building of 
an intelligence service that fits with the vision cf a 
democratic and open society. This paper attempts to 
broaden public debate around all these issues. 

DEFINING INTELLIGENCE 

To mc:,iny South Africans, the wci1-··d 1'inte~ll.i.s11;:)nc:e 11 ~•Jhen usE~d 
.i.n a political sense, conjures up images of spies and 
spymasters, torture and assassinations of anti-government 
oppponents. Intelligence has been referred to as 

''the pr·oduct i--·E=:sultinr1 ·f'rc:im th(0 c:ollE",icticin, r:,:valL:lc::ition, 
analysis, integration and interpretation of all available 
information which concerns one or more aspects of foreign 
nations or of areas of operation which is immediately or 
potentially significant far planning'' (1) 

Intelligence is a process which governments throughout the 
world are involved in. Generally, it is gathered by 
governments about other countries - about the political 
situation in those countries, about their economies, 
about their military or technological capacities. Just 
about any matter of strategic importance, information 
about which will enable one government ta sustain or 
improve its relations of power with another country, can 
be the subject of intelligence gathering. 

Intelligence, since it concerns national security is 
generally secret in nature. Generally speaking 
int8lligenc:e information can be gathered from a range of 
sources, human and non-human, □ pen and closed. 
Intelligence forms include political intelligence, 
military intelligence, economic: intelligence, signal and 
tecchnical intelligence and counterintelligence; each of 
these forms is characterised by its seeking out and 
processing a certain type of information, and may placo 
different emphases on the methods to be used. 

The utility of intelligence can be measured in terms of 
whether it assists policymakers in reaching their goals; 
for intelligence to be of value, it must have at least 
some ct the follow.i.ng attributes: 
* ac:cur"c:iCY, 
* rEl]. f?Van Cl? ;i 
* predictive powers; 
* an element cf warning; 
* time 1 i.nei:-:;s; 



SOUTH AFRICAN INTELLIGENCE "FAMILY" TODAY 

The conduct and characteristics of the-intelligonce 
se0vices can best be understood by an examination of their 
historical role - to vigorously defend apartheid. The 
legislation governing their existence, the doctrines, and 
philosophies guiding them, even the methodology u s ed in 
pursuit of intelligence objectives, all bear testimony to 
the fact that the intelligence services have fastidiously 
served th8 role of apartheid's loyal servants. 

Suspicion, condemnation and outrage have at various points 
been the attitude of the South African public to the 
National Intelligence Service, thQ Security Branch of the 
South African Police (now known as the Crime Investigation 
Service) and the Department of Military Intelligence -
the main elements of the South African intelligence 
11 f am i l. y 11 

• Thu~;; t hE~-/ br~a 1,·· t I 11-'1 to l l n~•J :i. n q f 1aa tu 1···(:~::,. ~ 

* they have all acted in de ·fence of ci partheid - e v en the 
National. Intelligence service which prides itself an 
being thF~ most ol:;jectivr2; 

* they have been unaccountable ta the public, often 
transgressing the boundaries cf the law, owing to the 
supersecrecy that clouds their activities ; 

* the i 1"· pub 1 i c t--f.~CCJ1"·cl, cl .i. E,; tu 1-- b :i.1··,q l y , h;;,,1::; s;uggf!.is tecl the 
hand of each of them at one time or another, in the 
political violence that has swept the land; 

* they have shown no qualms about invading the privacy of 
countless individuals who have been the targets of their 
letter interceptions, phone-tapping, surveillance and a 
range of other obnoxious methods. 

Because of the current political negotiations and 
rest.ruct.ur·ing, the Gh .intr:,lligE•n c:: e ''·f,:;1m:i.l y '' c:lof.? S st,,1nd at 
a crossroads today - even if nobody wants to speak about 
it. It is useful to isolate the main features of this 
system, as a starting point in understanding how it might 
change. Accepting that it is the political parties 
contesting power who will shape the new structures 
implementing national security policy, there are also 
discern i bl f.?, ·f .:-1 :i.n t :i.n cl .i. c:;,, t :i.c:ini;; o·t' how t l·"iE,• m(.1'..,;; t ac: ti ve 
players, the intelligence ~gencies themselves, see their 
futures being resolved. 

National Intelligence Service 

The predecessor to the National Intelligence Service, the 
Bur-r~c,u for Stc:,t.E: becu1--:i.ty ( 11 BLibb 11

), i•Ji',,~; f:? ~:;tabl:i.!:,hE:d in 
1969. The predecess or of the Bureau, knc;wn as Republican 
Intelligence, was not a legally c onstituted national 
intelligence formation as such, but a clandestine 
extension of the becurity Police. The Se curity Police had 
been established in 1047, and was modelled on the British 
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system. 

When the Bureau for State Security was farmed, Colonel 
Hendrik van den Bergh, who had headed the Security Police, 
was appointed by the then prime minister, BJ Vorster, as 
its first head. The appointment was based on their close 
association which went back over many years, and which in 
the sixties, expressed itself through a collaboration of 
repression against ANC and PAC members resisting apartheid 
rule. 

According to the legislation in terms □ f which it was 
established, the Bureau for State Security had a very wide 
brief. Its functions included the following: 
- to collect, evaluate, correlate and interpret national 
security intelligence for the purpose of defining and 
identifying any threat □ r potential threat t6 the security 
cf the republic; 
- to involve itself with departmental intelligence at the 
request of any department; 
- to prepare and interpret for the State Security Council~ 
a national intelligence estimate concerning the security 
cf the Republic; 
- to formulate,for approval by the Council, a policy 
relating to national security intelligence; 
- ta coordinate the flow on intelligence between 
departments and 
- to make recommendations to the State Security Council on 
intelligence matters. 

With this background of extensive powers, the Bureau was 
accountable, first to the prime minister. Led by van den 
Bergh the Bureau achieved notoriety and was still seen 
because of the tactics it employed, as the Special Branch 
in civilian clothing. It was only when the service ( by 
this stage named the National intelligence Service) came 
under the Director-generalship of Dr Daniel Barnard in the 
administration of. PW Betha, that it began to fulfill its 
mission of being engaged in strategic as opposed to 
tactical intelligence. 

In fact the legislation 
intelligence function. 

d □es accord to the NIB a strategic 
It is concerned n □ t with immediate 

outcomes of the intelligenc~, short term □utc□mes of the 
intelligence gathering process, but with longer term 
goals, overall strategy and scen~ri □ planning, and with 
the development □ f national security policy. 

( Recently, the portfolio has been announced as being held 
by the current Minister of Justice.) 

Security Branch of the South African Police 

This branch is now known as the Crime Investigation 
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Service, following the Security Branch merger with the 
Criminal Investigation Division to form the Crime 
Combatting and Investigation Division of the SAP. It is 
made up of members of the SAP and as such political 
accountability is to the Minister of Law and Order. This 
branch has powers of detention and arrest, which were 
recently curtailed by amendments to the Internal Security 
Act. By law its activities are confined to within the 
borders of South Africa, but evidence has proved that they 
have often acted outside these bounds. In their internal 
security function, the Security Branch (or CIS) is engaged 
primarily in tactical intelligence activit;; intelligence 
gained is acted upon to achieve short and medium-term 
objectives, such as detention~ trial and imprisonment. 

Department of Military Intelligence 

The Department of Military Intelligence (DMI) is made up 
of three Chief-Directorates~ viz Chief-Directorate 
Military Intelligence, Chief-Directorate Communications 
Operations and Chief-Directorate Counterintelligence. The 
Special Forces division, which has been accused of many 
illegal and criminal acts, serves as the operational arm 
of the DMI. All these divisions are staffed by members of 
the SADF and political accountability is to the Minister 
uf De·fencE•. 

The above mentioned agencies are not the only structures 
engaged in intelligence activity. The Department of 
Foreign Affairs, the South African Prison s Services, the 
National Coordinating Mechanism, ESC□M~ the National Parks 
Board, the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, 
the Human Sciences research Council - all provide 
intelligence which is coordinated by the National 
Intelligence Interpretation Branch of the State Security 
Cm.in ci l • 

Whither the agencies, we may nuw ask. The South African 
intelligence agencies have always been characterised by 
cnmpet:i. ti venes~;, but c:_omn,E•n ta trn"s s.;,,y that tc;di::1'/ this i.~~ 
not as marked as in the past. Competition has to do with 
the agencies occupying positions of relative influence 
with different apartheid administrations, and with 
perceptions held that each is encroaching □ n the other's 
brief. A feature of all three services is that they have 
been engaged in domestic a s well a s foreign intelligence 
activity. This is as a result of the way in which 
''national security'' ha~; hElE-n df.~1":i.ned ···· i':1S l:iE~:i.nq 
threatened both be external aggressors and domestic 
revolutionary movements. 

An interesting, contrasting case in point ,is the USA. 
Although there are those who would argue that the practice 
suggests otherwise, in the USA, the intelligence 
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establishment, by law, is explicitly prohibited from 
collecting or analysing domestic intelligence information. 
( 2) 

John Macartney of the USA has observed that 

"1<Jhilst maintaining inter-r1;;Il ~;;ecurit.y is c:cmsidered pat-t 
of the intelligence role in some foreign countries, that 
is emphatically not the case in this country. There may 
have been some ambiguity about that in the 1960s when some 
US intelligence organisations, including military 
intelligence, were charged with collecting information on 
domestic dissidents and would-be revolutionaries. No more. 
Intelligence was severely chastised over that episode and 
an abundance of laws and regulations now restrict it to a 
foreign focus. Domestic intelligence is a law enforcement, 
or police function, not an intelligence acti~ity. 
Caunterintolligence however, is part of the business of 
intelligence. It relates to information gathered and 
activities conducted to protect against espionage and 
other foreign intelligence activities, including Gabotage 
and international terrorism. Counterintelligence is 
conduc:ti:0d t:;ot.h in tt··1r:;) US and .;,,t.;r·o,0,u::I." ( ~:;) 

It appears tc be National Intelligence that is the agency 
favoured by the F.W de Klerk administration. Under the P. 
W. Botha administration, Military Intelligence appeared ta 
have the predominant strategic intelligence function 1 

whilst the Security Branch pursued its tactical 
intelligence functions most vigorously throughout the 
national state of emergency. 

National Intelligence has long sought □ne centralised 
civilian service, a call that has not found favour with 
the Security Branch of the SAP or the Department of 
Military Intelligence. However, they do baulk at the idea 
of c\n ''.i.nte<;Jr·;;~tion'' cit Vc:\tr•ioU!::, C)j'"[Ji::1n:i.i:,i::it:i.Dn~-=-,' i.ntell.i.qE::nc:E~ 
capacities. According to Mike Lauw, new head of National 
Intelligence, the survival at the service depends on being 
objective, rational and effective in the service of the 
government of the day - whatever that government is. (4) 

The new National Intelligence Service Chief has also 
spoken of the need for greater openness in intelligence. 
Even though they are reputed to be an enlightaned, 
far-sighted force - claiming credit for example, for 
urging the government ta enter into nQq □ tiations with the 
ANC and facilitating secret meetings for government years 
before the organisation was unbanned, there are still some 
inescapable realities. NIS is predominantly white~ male 
and preponderately Afrikaans. It is likely that at officer 
level, there is a significant presence of conservatives. 
Whilst significant sections of the strategic leadership 
may be reformist in character, whether they will be able 



to persuade their officers to adopt new, democratic, 
accountable thinking, is in question. 

There have been some indications of how the future of the 
Security Branch is seen within the police force. Possibly 
in the interest of securing the continued support cf these 
force.members for the F.W. de Klerk government, the 
general programme of the Security branch was never really 
discontinued, in spite of public reports to the contrary. 
(.\ ne1,-, strate:?~Jic frclmf:!.•l---Jor·k. for· thE• GPiP iclf2ntif.i.es ''crime'' 
as the main fight of the police force, and defines a role 
for the Security Branch - or CIS - in this. 

The future of the Security Branch raises the central 
question of the future of intelligence in policing. The 
tendency among modernising security systems is to confine 
the role of the police to combatting crime ahd maintaining 
internal security, and to centralise political 
in tel 1 iqence ·functicinE; in a civ:i. l ian in tel 1 igenc<::~ ~.;f::t--vice. 
In South Africa the situation is complicated by the fact 
that certain political organisations may be engaged in 
clearly criminal activity. This raises complex questions 
about the role of different security agencies in the 
investigation process, the validity of undercover work and 
the methods to be used in conducting investigations. 

The Department of Military Intelligence is under much 
criticism for its alleged role in political violence. 
There is much ta be said for devolving strategic 
intelligence capacity to a civilian agency, and allowing 
mainly tactical intelligence to resido in the security 
services. But hardliners in the BADF are likely ta dig 
their heels in over the question of the dec□nstitutian of 
the DMI and the Special Farces. As it is, it is rumoured 
that there are tensions between Roelf Meyer's Ministry and 
the General Staff of the SADF. (6) Talk of the 
possibility of a military coup is rather far-fetched, but 
there is reason to fear that elements in the SADF and in 
the DMI especially~ acting not necessarily in a 
coordinated manner, could effectively undermine the 
process of peace and democratisation. 

These glimpses raise the issues of the mission, 
principles and orientatiion of a future intelligence 
~,;er··v.ic.:E·,· 01~ ''family'' in .i",1 cl.;,.•rr1ocr··;;:"lt.ic: !:iuuth hi't .. ·ic::a. The 
period of political transition presents an opportunity for 
political actors to redefine the principles, 
ot-qc.1nii=.;at.io11al cul.tur··f? .::~nd 1ncil'""c.1l.ity :i.n t<,?1-ms of l---Jh.ich 
intelligence activity should be conducted in a 
post-settlement South Africa~ and possible even during the 
transition. Is there a need for intelligence? Should 
intelligence be externally or internally focussed? What 
limits should be placed on secrecy? Whose responsibility 
should it be to inform an interim or new, democratic 
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government of potentially destabilising internal forces? 
Should public accountability be enforced and how? What 
intelligence methods are acceptable and which are not? If 
there is to be a centralised civilian service, what 
intelligence roles remain for the police and DMI to play? 

Each of these questions is complex to answer in theory~ 
i~nd will cet-tai.nly be mot-e sn in p1--ac:tic:<'=! .. But. t.l1rou~1h a 
combination of understanding the international experience 
of intelligence, achieving agreement about that which is 
repugnant in the South African context~ and defining the 
principles to be aspired towards, South Africans can make 
a start in redefining a vital are~ of public policy, and 
how it affects their lives. 

INTELLIGENCE IN THE CHANGING WORLD CONTEXT (7) 

The global tendency towards a new world order with the 
minimalization cf international conflict, has serious 
implications for the future of intelligence. A number of 
trends pervade the intelligence world~ internationally, as 
a result of this tundency to resolve conflict through 
peaceful methods, rather than an escalation of the arms 
I'- ia\!: ~"? : 

* Because there are greater possibilities and greater 
incentives for developing sound political and economic 
relations between countries, there is greater 
cooperation in the sharing of information; this brings 
the activities of intelligence agencies increasingly 
into the open, rather than the world □ f secrecy and 
ste,:dth; (El) 

* There are now greater incentives to cooperate around 
matters of mutual concern, to define international 
intelligence priorities in such a way that the global 
threats to international advancement and development are 
.,,,r·rr::~stf.;;rJ; 

* The international experience □ f intelligence is defining 
new threats to national security as the matters of 
mutual concern; they include environmental degradation; 
the population explosion; food shortages; crime; 
refugees; disease - it is on these issues that many 
intelligence agencies are focussing more attention; 

* With the de-escalation of global conflict~ the need for 
the reliance an covert action lessens; moreover, there is 
globally, a clamour for the recognition of human rights 
and at least a sense that intelligence activity should be 

made more accountable th~n it has hitherto been; 

Not all developments on the international front are 



encouraging. The development of nuclear warfare capacity 
in new world centres, eg certain Third World and Middle 
Eat countries, is creating a climate of uncertainty about 
the prospects for nuclear conflict. And, notwithstanding 
growing cooperation between the major powers, nationalism 
and ethnicity are likely to generate intense regional and 
intra-national conflict in the decade ta come. In several 
Western countries, neo-nazism and racism, threaten to tear 
the social fabric apart. 

None of the above factors suggest that the international 
lifespan of intelligence is nearing its end, though this 
has recently been debated. A ·USA expert has this to say: 

'' There are tho~..;f-.? vJho a-,1-·qur2 that. in thf.? c:•.<J(,~ o·f (Jlai:;nDst 
and FAX machines, there are no more secrets in the world, 
hence far less need for intelligence, and that the size, 
scope and cost of the US intelligence community should be 
curt.ailed accordingly. Nothing could be further from the 
truth. Some of the challenges that the United State will 
face are not, strictly speaking, intelligence problems. 
All of them, however, have a significant intelliqence 
dimension and involve problems to whose amelioration or 
solution intelligence can make a significant contribution. 
In sum, this new era's demands will dramatically increase 
the:-! nef,?d ·fDI'" bt,!tt.fnr- :i.ntec,1 li~~enc::£:! -· nc:,i: c:limini~-:; h it''. ('i') 

Hew will South Africans answer this question ? It can 
reasonably be foreseen that a radical abandonment of all 
forms of intelligence activity i s certainly n o t on the 
cards, since none □ f the major political players have 
signalled this. What is certainly up for debate and 
discussion is the role and function of intelligence, and 
the form and scale it should assume, given that the threat 
scc~nc:1rio and n a tion,;11 objf.?ctives ,,1 ''n1~)vJ 11 bc,uth hft-·ici::1 1,Jill 
face, are markedly different to those of old. 

SETTING NEW OBJECTIVES FOR INTELLIGENCE 

Out of the changing international, regional and national 
scenarios, it would be heartening to be able tc project 
new goals for intelligence in South Africa, s tarting in 
the period of transition. These are goals with which all 
who are tired of living in fear and conflict, and who 
cherish peace and democracy, should ba able to identify: 

* the achievement of a pea c eful political settlement; 
consequently, t.he thwarting o f any attempts from 
whatever quarter to undermine the negotiations process; 

* the maintenance of stability during the transit.ion 



period; consequently the curbing of efforts to render 
the political climate unstable; 

* preparing far a period of democratic government and 
acceptance in the new world order; consequently, the 
gathering of intelligence that will prepare South Africa 
for its role in the international environrnent; 

* the achievement of a nationally unified intelligence 
service; consequently, an e~ploratian into the 
reconstitution of the intellicence service and 
identification of new goals for a future intelligence 
service. 

Nonetheless, negotiations will result in a new qovernment 
in South Africa, and among other matters~ this new 
government will havee to restructure the intelligence 
services. In the quest fer an accountable service that 
upholds democratic values, much will depend □n the 
maturity of the negotiating parties and their commitment 
to a new vision and mission for intelligence. Certainly 
those structures at the intelligence agencies that in the 
past have been responsible for repressivs activities, and 
whose role definitions continue to lend them to such a 
role, should be disbanded. 

A fundamental question that comes to mind however, is 
whether or not it is possible to define a national 
interest. Several analysts have studied the applicability 
cf the concept of national security to the Third World and 
have come to the conclusion that the terms of little 
value in the Third World context. Unlike conditions in 
Western states, where the concept was first applied, the 
Third World is marked by instability and uncertainty, and 
highly stratified interests. Most often the pursuit of 
national security amounts to little more than the pursuit 
of security goals of one interest group as opposed to 
another. 

The building of trust and good faith could begin almost 
immediately. The SAP, for example, could prove that the 
Security Branch has really been disbanded through the 
fellowing measures: 

* all agents and informers responsible for spying on the 
legal activities of political, civic, trade union and 
other organisations, should terminate these activities; 
files on individuals and organisations could be 
retrieved so that they are not abused by those in 
positions of office or power; 

* special units such as the Askaris should be disbanded 
and contentious training facilities such as Vlakplaas 
closed down; 


















